We find particularly the long bones of the animals broken. Surely it was the marrow in the interior of these bones that was sought by the primitive man even as by the savage man of the present day. The Andamans always break the bones of the hog in order to eat the marrow.
We also find the remains of the prehistoric kitchen on the coast of Denmark, designated by the servants of that country as Kjoekkemnoeddings ; this debris which, has been preserved since thousands and thousands of years before our era, gives an idea of the nourishment afforded the prehistoric man. There were mollusks, bones of mammalia, birds and fishes. We might cite oysters, mussels, cockles, periwinkles, brown bear, dog, fox, cat, lynx, martin, otter, seal, porpoise, beaver, water rat, mouse, wild swan, black grouse, penguin, herring, cod fish, mud fish and eel.
Some of these animals belong to the extinct fauna, some have almost disappeared from Denmark, or have diminished in size. The black grouse, for instance, has been crowded back to the pine forests of Northern Scandinavia. Denmark deprived of its forests could no longer sustain itThe oyster has not disappeared, but it is smaller than in former times, if we are to judge from the largest specimens found.
The discoveries of these Kjoekkenmoeddings in Denmark has been followed by very numerous discoveries of a similar nature at various points in France, Belgium, Australia, and America. We do not meet human bones as in the caverns belonging to a more primitive period, nor do we find those grains and cereals, which prove that the kitchen debris belonged to an agricultural people.
The agricultural epoch seems to agree with the period of the lacustral cities. The discovery of loaves of bread and numerous cereal grains clears up all doubt on this score, and, in this connection, we may remark that these grains were bruised and broken up in a mortar by means of a round stone. To-day, the savages of Africa employ the merhaka, or similar stone mortar. This primitive method of crushing substances is still employed at the present time on the continents of Europe and America, and the porcelain pestle and mortar of the apothecary have been the seal of remote antiquity.
As regards alimentation of the prehistoric man, we find in his kitchen debris properly speaking, coal cinders, pieces of pottery, and instruments made of silex or deer horns. These scientific truths may be opposed by certain received beliefs. The scientific man need not be troubled by the consequences of his discoveries. His only aim is to secure the triumph of the truth.
In eulogizing these discoveries, the Anthropological Society has but one object in view, i. e.t to render the culture of the truth more fervent, which, aside from the culture of the beautiful and the good, is one of the noblest occupations of that man who desires to see the age of perfection.?Den~ tal Register.
